Hollywood Riviera Sportsman’s Club
Meeting Minutes
September 27, 2006
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Steak dinner was served at 7:30 pm.
Meeting called to order at 8:20 pm.
The pledge of allegiance was led by past President Peter Valentin.
A moment of silence was observed for Dick Rector and his contributions and his
support of the club was remembered.
New members were introduced. Ramesh Dugel by Mark Van Norman,
Guest/prospective member Kent Gibson by Jim Gallagher
The 2006-2007 proposed budget was presented by Treasurer Jon Stott and there
was minimal discussion. Motion to approve the budget as presented was made by
Art McKarns, seconded by Peter Valentin. The budget was approved by a
member vote.
The Benevolent Committee chairman Alan Watt solicited any ideas for
contributions of funds. The have been several checks for the fund contributed in
Dick Rectors name.
Manhattan Beach Hometown faire was discussed. The sign up sheet was passed
around for shifts Saturday and Sunday morning and afternoon. Trucks are
needed to transportation for set up Friday night and tear down Sunday. There is a
lot of stock on hand but do need help in inventory and shopping. Discussed
options for the new rule this year pertaining to screened in cooking and serving
areas and a method to serve thru windows or zipped screens. If someone
volunteers for carpooling it mitigates some of the parking issues and avoids using
the shuttle.
Tony Kriss thanked all for the support he received over the last year while his
wife was ill. He also had a couple of lively jokes.
Geoff Graue presented an introduction to this years Holiday Dinner party. It will
be at Hess Park, RPV again on Thursday 12/07. The South High Jazz band has
been booked. They performed last year and were great! It will be a Pot Luck
format with a minimal charge this year.
President Lee Gustafson talked about things he would like to accomplish with the
Club this year – increasing membership by talking to neighbors, friends and other
contacts in the area. It was suggested that we have closer ties with the HR
Homeowners association and local PTA’s in order to promote new membership.
Flyers at our booth promoting how we support the community would be another
means t promote the Club and generate new membership interest. One means of
creating recognition are the HRSC hats and shirts. Bob Gavola and Steven Rime
volunteered to manage getting new shirts and hats printed and orders taken from
members. We also need to produce a new roster this year to help with
communication. The roster would have a built in communication plan with a
phone tree to help in contacting members. Treasurer Rick Perius will work on
getting this produced. Finally the guides with operating procedures need to be
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found an updated or re-created for the various events to facilitate the handoff from
one chairman to the next from year to year. Also, announced need to get emails
updated as this will be a primary means of communication in the future in order to
reduce the postage expense of mailing out the monthly newsletter.
New business was a letter from the Richardson PTA requesting the club to set up
a booth and make Funnel Cakes at the 8th grade promotion events in June 19 or
21, 2007. There was some discussion - in particular how busy June was with The
Installation dinner and the various graduation ceremonies. This was tabled to a
future meeting as the request is well in advance and we have time to discuss.
Several members paid their dues.
A raffle was conducted by Sergeant at Arms: Ron Perez with 3 winners taking
home prizes.
Meting adjourned at 9:11 pm
Attendees: J. Barrington, C. Collignon, M. Danner, S. Fernandez, J. Gallagher, R,
Gavola, G. Graue, L, Gustafson, A. Hill, J. Kemp, G. Kirby, T. Kriss, J. Kropp,
A. McKarns, K. Musick, A. Ortiz, R, Perez, R. Perius, C. Spidell, P. Stemmler, L.
Stott, P. Valentin, M. Van Norman, P. Virobik, A, Watt, S. Rime.
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